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Abstract
The automaton transformation of infinite words over alphabet Fp =
{0, 1, . . . , p− 1}, where p is a prime number, coincide with the continuous
transformation (with respect to the p-adic metric) of a ring Zp of p-adic in-
tegers. The objects of the study are non-Archimedean dynamical systems
generated by automata mappings on the space Zp. Measure-preservation
(with the respect to the Haar measure) and ergodicity of such dynamical
systems plays an important role in cryptography (e.g. for pseudo-random
generators and stream cyphers design). The possibility to use p-adic
methods and geometrical images of automata allows to characterize of
a transitive (or, ergodic) automata. We investigate a measure-preserving
and ergodic mappings associated with synchronous and asynchronous au-
tomata. We have got criterion of measure-preservation for an n-unit delay
mappings associated with asynchronous automata. Moreover, we have got
a sufficient condition of ergodicity of such mappings.
Key words: p-adic integers, automata, transitivity, geometrical images of au-
tomata, p-adic dynamical systems, n-unit delay mappings, measure-preserving
maps, ergodic maps.
1 Introduction
Speaking about a (synchronous) automaton A, we always understand the letter-
to-letter transducer (not necessarily with a finite number of states) with fixed
initial state. Input and output alphabets Fp = {0, 1, . . . , p−1} of an automaton
consist of p symbols, where p is a prime number. The automaton naturally de-
fines the mapping of the set Zp of all (one-sided) infinite sequences in Zp. As is
known, such maps are called deterministic functions (or, automata functions).
The set Zp is naturally endowed with the structure of the ring of a p-adic inte-
gers, i.e. turn into the metric space by specifying the metric |a− b|p, a, b ∈ Zp,
where | · |p is the p-adic (that is, non-Archimedean) norm. All deterministic
functions f : Zp → Zp satisfy the p-adic Lipschitz condition with constant 1, i.e.
|f(a)− f(b)|p ≤ |a− b|p for all a, b ∈ Zp, see [1]. In particular, all deterministic
functions are continuous with respect to the p-adic metric. For example, all
functions defined by polynomials with p-adic integers coefficients (in particular,
rational integers) are deterministic. Note, that in the case of p = 2, the standard
processor commands, such as AND, OR, XOR, NOT, etc. naturally extend to
functions from Z2 × Z2 in Z2. Hence, in particular, it follows that all functions
obtained with the compositions of arithmetic and coordinate-wise logical oper-
ations of the processor can be considered as 2-adic deterministic functions. By
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the above, p-adic analysis can prove to be a very effective “analytical” tool for
research the properties of deterministic functions and the behavior of automata.
2 Transitivity of automata
We consider only automata, where every state s from the set S of all internal
states of an automaton is accessible from the initial state s0, that is, the au-
tomaton will pass from s0 to s by reading of some finite input word. Every
automaton A defines a family of automata As, where As differs from A only in
that it has a different initial state, s instead of s0. An automaton A is said to
be transitive (or, ergodic) if the family of deterministic functions defined by the
family of automata As, s ∈ S is transitive on every set Z/p
nZ for all n = 1, 2, . . .
(that is, for all finite words u and v of the same length there exists an automaton
As that transforms u into v). We associate the automaton A with the closure EA
of all points of the form ( u
pn
, v
pn
) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1] in the topology of the Euclidean
plane, where u is the input word of length n, and v is the corresponding out-
put word, n = 1, 2, . . .. The set EA is measurable with respect to the Lebesgue
measure λ. The following “law 0-1” holds: for any automaton A, λ(EA) = 0 or
λ(EA) = 1. Moreover, λ(EA) = 1 if and only if A is transitive, see [1].
Let us enumerate symbols αi of the alphabet Fp by natural numbers c(αi) ∈
{1, 2, . . . p}, and we associate with the word u = αk−1 . . . α1α0 over the alphabet
Fp the rational number
−→u = c(α0)+c(α1)·(p+1)
−1+. . .+c(αk−1)·(p+1)
−(k−1).
We consider all points of the Euclidean square [1, p+ 1]× [1, p+ 1] ⊂ R2 of the
form (−→u , f(−→u )), where u runs through all finite words over Fp. The set of these
points Ω(A) is called a geometrical image (or, graph) of an automaton A, see
[4, 5]. For every state s ∈ S of an automaton A we associate a map Rs : Fp → Fp
that transforms input symbol into output symbol. If we consider an automaton
A and the family {Rs : s ∈ S}, then a correspondence for every state s ∈ S of a
some map Rs creates a new automaton B (and a set K(A) of an automata that
is constructed this way). Then automaton A is transitive if and only if there
exists the automaton B ∈ K(A) and such a geometrical images Ω(A), Ω(B),
that are affine equivalents [6, 8].
3 Dynamical systems
A dynamical system on a measurable space S is understood as a triple (S, µ, f),
where S is a set endowed with a measure µ, and f : S→ S is a measurable func-
tion. A dynamical system is also topological since configuration space S are not
only measurable space but also metric space, and corresponding transformation
f are not only measurable but also continuous.
We consider a p-adic dynamical system (Zp, µp, f) [2]. The space Zp is
equipped with a natural probability measure, namely, the Haar measure µp
normalized so that µp(Zp) = 1. Balls Bp−k(a) of nonzero radii constitute the
base of the corresponding σ-algebra of measurable subsets, µp(Bp−k(a)) = p
−k.
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Ameasurable mapping f : Zp → Zp is calledmeasure-preserving if µp(f
−1(S)) =
µp(S) for each measurable subset S ⊂ Zp. A measure-preserving map f is said
to be ergodic if for each measurable subset S such that f−1(S) = S holds either
µp(S) = 1 or µp(S) = 0; so ergodicity of the map f just means that f has no
proper invariant subsets; that is, invariant subsets whose measure is neither 0
nor 1.
We can consider an automaton function f : Zp → Zp as an algebraic dynam-
ical system on a measurable and a metric space Zp of p-adic integers, which,
actually, is a profinite algebra with the structure of an inverse limit: The ring
Zp is an inverse limit of residue rings Z/p
kZ, k = 1, 2, 3 . . .. As any profinite al-
gebra can be endowed with a metric and a measure, it is reasonable to ask what
continuous with respect to the metric transformations are measure-preserving
or ergodic with respect to the mentioned measure. Besides, the same question
can be asked in the case of mappings for asynchronous automata.
4 Measure-preserving and ergodic an n-unit de-
lay mappings
We assume that an asynchronous automaton (letter-to-word transducer) C works
in a framework of discrete time steps. The transducer reads one symbol at a
time, changing its internal state and outputting a finite sequence of symbols
at each step. Asynchronous transducers are a natural generalizations of syn-
chronous transducers, which are required to output exactly one symbol for
every symbol read. A mapping fC : Zp → Zp is called n-unit delay when-
ever given an asynchronous automaton C translated infinite input string α =
. . . αnαn−1 . . . α1α0 (viewed as p-adic integer) into infinite output string β =
. . . βn+1βn (viewed as p-adic integer). An n-unit delay transducer produces the
some output n times unit later. Note that usually the term n-unit delay is
used in a narrower meaning, cf. [3] when n-unit delay transducer is defined by
finite automaton, that produces no output for the first n times slots; after that,
the automaton outputs the incoming words without changes. An n-unit delay
mapping fC : Zp → Zp is continuous on Zp [8].
Let Fk be a reduction of function f modulo p
n·(k−1) on the elements of the
ring Z/pn·kZ for k = 2, 3, . . .. The following criterion of measure-preservation for
n-unit delay mappings is valid: An n-unit delay mapping f : Zp → Zp preserves
the measure if and only if the number #F−1k (x) of Fk-pre-images of the point
x ∈ Z/pn·(k−1)Z is equal pn, k = 2, 3, . . . [7, 8].
A point x0 ∈ Zp is said to be a periodic point if there exists r ∈ N such that
f r(x0) = x0. The least r with this property is called the length of period of x0.
If x0 has period r, it is called an r-periodic point. The orbit of an r-periodic
point x0 is {x0, x1, . . . , xr−1}, where xj = f
j(x0), 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1. This orbit is
called an r-cycle. Let γ(k) be an r(k)-cycle {x0, x1, . . . , xr(k)−1}, where
xj = (f mod p
k·n)j(x0),
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0 ≤ j ≤ r(k) − 1, k = 1, 2, 3, . . .. The following condition of ergodicity holds:
A measure-preserving an n-unit delay mapping f : Zp → Zp is ergodic if γ(k) is
an unique cycle, for all k ∈ N [9].
By Mahler’s Theorem, any continuous function f : Zp → Zp can be expressed
in the form of a uniformly convergent series, called its Mahler Expansion:
f(x) =
∞∑
i=0
ai
(
x
i
)
,
where ai ∈ Zp, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and
(
x
i
)
=
x(x − 1) · · · (x− i+ 1)
i!
for i = 1, 2, . . .; (
x
0
)
= 1,
by the definition. For an n-unit delay mapping, n ∈ N, we gets next theorem.
Theorem 1. A function f : Zp → Zp represented by Mahler expansion
f(x) =
∞∑
m=0
am
(
x
m
)
,
where am ∈ Zp, m = 0, 1, 2 . . ., is an n-unit delay if and only if
|ai|p ≤ p
−⌊logpn i⌋+1
for all i ≥ 1.
The following criterion of measure-preservation for n-unit delay mappings is
valid.
Theorem 2. An n-unit delay mapping f : Zp → Zp is measure-preserving
whenever the following conditions hold simultaneously:
1. ai 6≡ 0 (mod p) for i = p
n;
2. ai ≡ 0 (mod p
⌊logpn i⌋), i > pn.
The following condition of ergodicity holds.
Theorem 3. An n-unit delay mapping f : Zp → Zp is ergodic on Zp whenever
the following conditions hold simultaneously:
1. a1 + a2 + . . .+ apn−1 ≡ 0 (mod p);
2. ai ≡ 1 (mod p) for i = p
n;
3. ai ≡ 0 (mod p
⌊logpn i⌋), i > pn.
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Given an automaton C, consider the corresponding an n-unit delay mapping
f = fC : Zp → Zp. Let Ek(f) be a set of all the following points e
f
k(x) of
Euclidean unit square I2 = [0, 1]× [0, 1] ⊂ R2 for k = 1, 2, 3, . . .:
efk(x) =
(x mod pn+k
pn+k
,
f(x) mod pk
pk
)
,
where x ∈ Zp. Note that x mod p
n+k corresponds to the prefix of length n+ k
of the infinite word x ∈ Zp, i.e., to the input word of length n + k of the
automaton C; while f(x) mod pk corresponds to the respective output word of
length k. Denote E(f) the closure of the set E(f) =
⋃∞
k=1 Ek(f) in the topology
of real plane R2. As E(f) is closed, it is measurable with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on real plane R2. Let λ(f) be the Lebesgue measure of E(f).
Theorem 4. For an n-unit delay mapping f : Zp → Zp the closure E(f) is
nowhere dense in I2 = [0, 1]× [0, 1] ⊂ R2 (equivalently, λ(f) = 0).
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